Choose the Word

Directions: Choose the word from the box that best completes the sentence. There will be words left over, so read carefully to choose the correct words!

always  faucet  caution  jaunty
awkward  halter  pauper  haunches

1. If there’s one thing I can’t stand, it’s a dripping _____________.
2. Someone who doesn’t have any money is a ________________.
3. You have to use ________________ when you cross the street.
4. Jordie got a cute ________________ top to wear in the summer.
5. It was ________________ seeing Luis at the barbecue because we haven’t spoken since last November.

Directions: Circle the letters that form the ambiguous spelling pattern in each word.

6. saucer
7. walrus
8. brawny
9. caution
10. tawny
11. author
12. wallet
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